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About This Game

Culina: Hands in the Kitchen is a visual novel/strategy game where you step into the shoes of a culinary school graduate that
opens up his own restaurant.

In order to run the restaurant, you will need to buy ingredients and craft them into recipes to sell. Different customers have
different preferences, so you will have to choose your recipes carefully. You will need to interpret information, keep records,

determine prices, and plan marketing strategies based on that data. By gathering information from a variety of sources, you can
make purchasing and pricing decisions. Then you will be able to see the fruits of your labor and if your plans are profitable.

You can also spend time with co-workers and friends in the city. Having friends has a number of benefits, such as getting
discounts on recipes, unlocking new ingredients, or upgrades for your restaurant. If you maintain a good enough relationship

with them, you might even find romance!

But you can not only spend time with your friends. Your parents are expecting for you to make enough money every week to
pay your rent, so you will have to manage your time and money wisely.

Will you be able to pay off your debt? Will you end up with new friends, a potential romance, or end up all alone?

It is all up to you!
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Build the restaurant of your dreams by customizing it the way that you want to

Decide who you want to be: Become a better cook, develop bonds with the people you meet, or perhaps kindle a
romance

Purchase ingredients from different vendors, each with their own separate perks

Craft recipes with purchased ingredients to appeal to customers

Advertise to draw in more customers and upgrade your restaurant to be able to serve them
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Title: Culina: Hands in the Kitchen
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Lakeview Interactive LLC
Publisher:
Lakeview Interactive LLC
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016
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culina hands in the kitchen guide

The "Enter Registration Code" and "Upgrade" links in the Help menu are grayed out, making it impossible to get an upgrade
discount if you want to upgrade to Pro version later (no way to look up your "registration email" on the Acoustica website).
Requested a refund. Not recommending this version.. I have been following this game for a while and I can say with certainty
that this is a good read and worth the money.

This is a rather short VN. Depending on your reading speed, it can take 2-3 hours to finish and get all 4 endings. Also this
handles serious and depressing themes where we see the characters struggle in the bleak situation they're in but of course with
hints of love and hope. The characters themselves while not fully fleshed out are filled with strengths and weaknesses. The MC
himself is pretty broken himself.

Overall I'd rate this 8/10. A good VN, while not your happy, good feel story, provides a interesting story with good characters..
love the game very simple but fun lol. I loved this game as a child and I'm not sure why now that I've played it again. I guess my
standards were just way lower. Controls are not super customizable, missions are vague.. I first played this a few years ago on
xbox and recently bought it again for around a dollar. (this review is based about 70% from when I originally played it) Though
this is a kids game, some of the objectives are barely clear what you need to do. I've spent a good amount of time wandering
around looking for a solution for the puzzle they've put forth and have found nothing, forcing for me to look up a guide or
video. With that being said, I did really enjoy it back then, and I've had a pretty good experience with it my 2nd time around.
Though there are some times when I wish the character you played ran a little faster.. Dropped 500 units of cocaine
,$14.000.000 and a minigun on street, then accidently surrendered to police officer on day 345.. Great sub, glad I got it.

Let's be clear - You can't finish the game with this sub - but that's a good thing.
This sub is very helpful for new players due to its
+big cargo space (40 slots)
+high hit points (30)
+Base dive depth 1300

The only downside is that some ships' 3rd upgrades will be better than the "Manta" in regards of
-depth
-speed.
BUT
That's fair, otherwise this DLC would be pay to win. You have to buy another sub in order to finish the game.
The surpreme cargo space makes farming the necessary items to buy and upgrade ships very easy though.
And the inferior speed does not matter once you have a decent crew stationed in your helm with some endurance.

Verdict: very helpful in the beginning and great farming ship
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This is seriously my favorite first person shooter of all time. I love unreal tournament, which seems to take a lot from Quake 3.
This is the most fun I've ever had at a LAN party hands down. Seriously good stuff. ~PR0XIDIAN. Old school top down
shooter at it's best. There are upgrades and different ships to choose from. The gameplay is very fun and varied enough that I
never got bored. It was a bit buggy, but mainly just the cutscenes. The art style on both the game and the cutscenes is great and
the voice acting was surprisingly good. The main downside is I don't see a lot of replayability, but I had a lot of fun going
through the campaign.. awesome little game -- i like it :-). Wonderful game.

It is hard to adequately describe this game. It is part RTS, part TBS, and part text adventure.

Really it all comes together great, but there are a few quips.
The devs made archers too strong for balance, it was patched with an option to weaken the archers however. In mideval times
archers were damn effective at hailing down hell on armies. In reality this makes sense but this is a game and the difficulty
presented causes the game to be a bit unbalanced.
Also, autoresolving battles is an option, but it is not ever wise to do so until very late in the campaign.

Aside from those issues this game is amazing and I am very much looking forward to the sequel. Don't bother to pick up the
DLC however check metacritic first.. It (obviously) can sometimes get annyoing. But, you can turn it off. So I rate it around a
6\/7 out of 10
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